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In this 2018 State of SaaS Vendor Management Report, we share the results of our 
annual survey. In the survey we capture the challenges and successes of IT, Finance, 
and Procurement leaders from various industries and the the way SaaS 
applications are purchased, monitored, managed, renewed, and optimized within 
the enterprise.

AAs our second State of SaaS Vendor Management Report, we compare this year’s 
survey results with the 2017 survey results to verify trends, best practices, and pain 
points of those who manage SaaS within their organizations.

Key Topics

How IT professionals audit their SaaS spend and usage and which tools are 
needed to accurately track and manage SaaS purchases

TThe role of IT, Procurement and Finance in analyzing SaaS usage, optimizing 
SaaS licenses, and managing Shadow IT

How SaaS service and subscription renewals are managed and renegotiated

The cost of SaaS products and services across the enterprise

A look ahead into SaaS usage in 2018

Key Findings

22018 is the year businesses realize improvements need to be made on their 
SaaS management strategies: 85.7% of respondents say their organizations 
need to make improvements to their SaaS optimization and management 
strategies. With reported annual IT budgets ranging from less than $1 million to 
more than $25 million, nearly half of respondents claim they could reduce costs 
between 5% and 15% if better tools were put into place to better manage 
company-wide SaaS services and products.

TThere is a clear disconnect between how SaaS Vendor Management is 
perceived within the organization and how it is executed: 40.5% of 
respondents show confidence in their organization’s ability to track, manage, 
and optimize their SaaS spend. However, 50.0% of respondents also agree that 
their companies are overspending on services and products and need better 
ways to manage their SaaS spend.

AAudits and inventories of SaaS services and products are not accurate 
reflections of every single application used within an organization: 76.5% of 
respondents said their organizations have recently completed SaaS audits using 
a variety of methods and tools, yet all respondents reported their companies 
purchase and use more software than what IT, finance, and procurement teams 
have listed on their SaaS inventories. A majority of respondents (60.0%)  said the 
actual number of SaaS services and products used is between 26-50% more than 
what is what is known to the organization.

Executive Summary
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The Software-as-a-Service model has changed the way software is purchased and 
managed. On-premise and legacy software, while still in use, is quickly declining and 
modern businesses are making the shift into the cloud. BetterCloud’s 2017 State of 
the SaaS-Powered Workplace Report showed that 38% of businesses are almost 
running entirely on SaaS and this number is only expected to grow in 2018 and 
beyond until most—if not all—businesses have reached all-cloud status.

The desirable shift to all-cloud workplaces makes sense considering the number of 
benefits SaaS brings to an organization. In addition to heightened productivity, 
BetterCloud’s report also found that SaaS-based organizations say SaaS is likely to:

The SaaS market continues to grow each day and Gartner projects SaaS to be a $99 
billion industry by 2020. Despite the number of benefits and its rapid growth, SaaS 
has also created a number of organizational challenges especially for IT, 
Procurement, and Finance professionals who are tasked to keep business data 
secure, manage tech and SaaS spend, enforce compliance policies, and ensure 
employees are able to do their best work with the software they need.

Reduce costs

Enhance communication (both internally and externally)

Improve employee satisfaction

Attract better talent

Companies Will Be Running Purely on SaaS Soon

73% of organizations 
say nearly all their apps 
will be SaaS by 2020
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Currently, the average enterprise uses 1,071 cloud services, according to the 
NetSkope Cloud Report—that’s a lot of SaaS. The influx of cloud services into the 
workplace, easily purchased by the end-user, has created quite the headache for 
those responsible for managing and optimizing SaaS and software within their 
workplace. In this section, we’ll outline some of the biggest SaaS challenges in 2018.

While it’s true that SaaS applications allow us to tackle our 
day-to-day responsibilities more effectively and efficiently, many 
businesses are experiencing SaaS overloads and high costs. 
Purchasing SaaS solutions is now easier than ever, and anyone with 
a credit card can buy, download, and use software at-will. In the U.S. 
alone, organizations wasted $30 billion on unused software over the 
course of a four-year study by IT consulting giant 1E. The 
easease-of-access to SaaS applications presents a few major challenges 
including shadow SaaS, software redundancies, and growing 
amounts of stale licenses.

Chances are there’s a large number of SaaS buyers inside each 
business that contribute to the uncontrolled and increasing SaaS 
spend. In many instances, these purchases are made without 
guidance from IT, procurement, or finance which makes managing 
an accurate SaaS budget very difficult. It’s not until the need to 
audit Saas and software arises when surprise purchases are brought 
to light and “shadow SaaS” is identified as a real issue.

There are a number of cloud-based applications for every business 
function. Although SaaS and software buyers have the best 
intentions for their teams, they are often buying licenses to 
software their company already uses, or are spending money on a 
different solution with similar capabilities. These redundant SaaS 
purchases are costing companies more than they realize as 
software is being over-purchased and under-used.

Spend Management

Shadow SaaS and Rogue Purchases

SaaS Redundancies

SaaS
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Even experienced IT teams deploy licenses and struggle to 
effectively track their usage resulting in many licenses going 
stale. Limited or no user activity could qualify as a stale license 
because the application is not being used enough to justify the 
spend. Additionally, ineffective de-provisioning processes 
contribute to high SaaS costs because licenses are still being 
paid for employees who are no longer associated with that 
busibusiness. 

Companies are quickly growing and must onboard between 
10-50 new employees at a time each, requiring quick access to 
unique systems and applications at different permission levels. 
However, departing employees just as quickly need to be 
removed from those systems and applications to prevent 
potential security risks and data breaches.

Some applications can automate the provisioning and 
deprovisioning process, but the truth is that most SaaS 
applications do not have auto-deprovisioning using protocols 
like SCIM. Instead, administrators are required to manually add 
or remove users one-by-one.

Small and 
medium-sized 
businesses can 

waste up to $35,100 
each year on stale 
SaaS licenses for a 
single application.

For enterprises, 
stale licenses 
can cost up to 
$351,000 each 
year, per app.

Companies are now entrusting cloud-based vendors to host their highly sensitive, 
business-critical data. 

In In 2017, a number of data breaches impacted millions of users across various 
industries. Equifax, for example, experienced what is now known as one of the worst 
data breaches ever, due to the sensitivity of data stolen—including Social Security 
numbers and driver’s license numbers. Hackers were able to gain access to the 
company’s system from mid-May to July by exploiting a weak point in website 
software.

SecuSecurity and compliance should be top priorities for any business, in any industry. 
More businesses are modernizing their software through cloud-based applications, 
but are presented with some security risks when using business-critical SaaS 
applications. Once data is imported into a SaaS system, you give permission to 
unknown entities who can—and will—access your data.

Deprovisioning and Stale Licenses

Security and Compliance
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IAM (Identity and Access Management) is a 
massive challenge for companies who use an 
ever-growing list of SaaS applications. Within 
each application, you will have multiple users who 
are given various levels of permissions to perform 
various tasks within that application. For example: 
who can modify, view, or create files.

WWithin an IAM policy, it’s critical to ensure access 
privileges are granted appropriately and that 
services and users are authenticated, authorized, 
and properly audited.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) requires IT 
departments to create and maintain an archive of 
corporate records, a specific requirement 
involving monitoring user access to data. To 
comply with SOX, companies develop lengthy and 
matured procedures for user provisioning (and 
deprovisioning) and granting privileged access to 
modimodify or administer data systems.

SOX compliance can be very costly, especially for 
large enterprises that paid upwards of $1 million 
for internal SOX compliance costs. A hefty price to 
pay, but is definitely better than the alternative of 
even heftier fines and criminal penalties, let alone 
the negative effect on a company’s brand.

XX

X

Identity and Access Management 

SOX Compliance
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A large number of respondents (49.0%) work within their IT departments in various 
roles. 17.6% are in Finance, 11.8% are in Operations, and 5.9% are in Procurement 
positions. The “other” 15.7% listed Engineering, Legal, and Security as their primary 
departments.

How Large Is Your Company’s Annual IT Budget?

How Many Employees Work at Your Organization?

 THE STATE OF SAAS VENDOR MANAGEMENT 
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49.0%

26.2%

42.9%

7.1%

23.8%

17.6%

5.9%

15.7%

11.8%

Less than $1 million

$1-10 million

$10-25 million

More than $25 million

100-250

Less than 100

251 - 1,000

1,001- 5,000

More than 5,000



To better gauge general feelings surrounding SaaS within the company, respondents 
were asked to identify whether they strongly agree, agree, are neutral, disagree, or 
strongly disagree to six statements. 

Combined, 52.4% of respondents say they either strongly agree or agree that a SaaS 
Vendor Management tool would greatly benefit their business. 35.7% say they are 
neutral which could be attributed to SaaS Vendor Management emerging as a new 
category for survey respondents. 11.9% of respondents disagree that a SaaS Vendor 
Management tool would greatly benefit their organizations and none of the 
respondents strongly disagree.

A SaaS Vendor Management Tool Would Greatly Benefit 
My Organization
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0.0%

11.9%

35.7%

38.1%

14.3%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree



Combined, 40.5% of respondents either strongly agree or agree they are confident in 
their organization’s ability to track, manage, and optimize their SaaS spend. 31.0% are 
neutral on the statement and 12.0% say they disagree. None of the respondents 
strongly disagree.

More than three out of four respondents (76.2%) say they either strongly agree or 
agree that a centralized location for their organization’s SaaS products and licenses 
would help optimize their SaaS spend and usage. An equal number of respondents 
(11.9%) are either neutral or disagree, while no respondents strongly disagree.

I Am Confident in My Organization's Ability to Track, 
Manage, and Optimize Our Saas Spend

A Central Location for Company-Wide SaaS Products 
and Licenses Will Help Optimize Our Spend and Usage
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0.0%

28.5%

31.0%

31.0%

9.5%

0.0%

11.9%

11.9%

52.4%

23.8%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree



Respondents are split when it comes to the overall awareness of SaaS services and 
products in use by their organizations. 40.4% of respondents say they are aware of all 
SaaS services and products compared to 40.5% of respondents who say they are 
unaware of company-wide SaaS use.

Half of survey respondents (50.0%) either strongly agree or agree that their company 
is overspending on SaaS. 38.1% of respondents are neutral and 11.9% disagree their 
company is spending too much on SaaS.

I Am Aware of All SaaS Products and Services in Use by 
My Organization

My Company Is Overspending On SaaS Services and 
Products
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4.8%

35.7%

19.0%

33.3%

7.1%

0.0%

11.9%

38.1%

45.2%

4.8%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree



57.1% of respondents either agreed or strongly agreed that their company needs a 
more effective way to manage contracts and vendor relationships. 16.7% of 
respondents said they disagreed and 2.4% said they strongly disagreed their 
company needed a better way to manage contracts and vendor relationships. 23.8% 
were neutral to this statement.

IT, finance, and procurement professionals express a need for SaaS Vendor 
Management tools to better manage company-wide SaaS products and 
services: 57.1% of respondents agree their company needs a better way to 
manage contracts and vendor relationships with 52.4% who report that a SaaS 
Vendor Management tool would greatly benefit their organizations.

TThere is a clear disconnect between how SaaS Vendor Management is 
perceived within the organization and how it is executed: 40.5% of 
respondents show confidence in their organization’s ability to track, manage, and 
optimize their SaaS spend. However, 50.0% of respondents also agree that their 
companies are overspending on services and products and need better ways to 
manage their SaaS spend.

IT pIT professionals are unaware of all the applications in use by their company 
and need a centralized platform to manage their company-wide SaaS 
products and services: 39.7% of respondents said they were unaware of all of the 
SaaS products used within their organizations. Three out of four respondents 
(76.2%) said a centralized location would help their organizations better manage 
their SaaS services and applications.

My Company Needs a More Effective Way to Manage 
Contracts and Vendor Relationships

INSIGHTS: General Feelings about SaaS
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2.4%

16.7%

23.8%

50.0%

7.1%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree



While 47.1% of respondents say a SaaS inventory was completed last year in 2017, 
7.8% report they have never created a comprehensive list of all SaaS and software 
vendors. 7.8% say it has been years since their last audit. 29.4% say an audit is 
completed multiple times per year and another 7.8% say they have made plans to 
inventory their SaaS and software in 2018.

The most-used method to perform a SaaS inventory, according to 68% of 
respondents, is a financial expense analysis followed by 60% of all respondents 
saying they use word-of-mouth to keep an inventory of SaaS applications on a 
spreadsheet. 54% of respondents use their annual budget meeting to compile a list 
of company-wide products and services. Installed agents on networks (24%) and 
devices (22%) are the least-used methods to inventory SaaS.

When Was the Last Time You Discovered and 
Inventoried a Comprehensive List of All Saas and 

Software Vendors at Your Business?

What Methods Have You Used to Inventory All the Saas 
and Software Vendors at Your Business?

 THE STATE OF SAAS VENDOR MANAGEMENT 
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4.8%

35.7%

19.0%

33.3%
7.1%

60.0%
68.0%

24.0% 22.0%

54.0%

Last Year in 2017

Multiple Times per Year

We Have Plans for 2018

Never

It’s Been Years

Word of Mouth / Spreadsheets

Installed Agents on Devices

Annual Budget Meetings

Financial Expense Analysis

Installed Agents on Network



Survey respondents report a significant increase in the number of SaaS applications 
in use by their organizations. Organizations who use more than 100 applications 
increased 22.3% from 5.2% in 2017 to 27.5% in 2018. Organizations who use between 51 
and 100 applications increased by 4.7% year over year.

How Many Known Saas Applications Are in Use? Please 
Include Both Organization-wide and Department or 

Team Level Applications.
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23.0%

15.7%

2018

2017

11.0%

27.5%

5.2%

33.0%

26.5%

17.6%

17.6%

21.6%

0-10 Applications

11-25 Applications

26-50 Applications

51-100 Applications

More than 100 Applications
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Compared to 2017, survey respondents report there are less unknown applications in 
use by their organizations in 2018. The number of respondents who claimed their 
organizations used 51-100% more applications than what was known to IT, 
procurement, and finance decreased from 11.5% in 2017 to 4.0% in 2018.

Audits and inventories of SaaS services and products are not accurate 
reflections of every single application used within an organization: 76.5% of 
respondents said their organizations have recently completed SaaS audits using 
a variety of methods and tools, yet all respondents reported their companies 
purchase and use more software than what IT, finance, and procurement teams 
have listed on their SaaS inventories. A majority of respondents (60.0%)  said the 
actual number of SaaS services and products used is between 26-50% more than 
what is what is known to the organization.

Businesses use a significant amount more SaaS services and products than 
what is known, even though they claim to be aware of company-wide 
applications: While all respondents are generally aware of the SaaS products and 
services used within their organizations, all respondents claim there are also a 
number of unknown applications in use. 60.0% of respondents said their 
company uses 10% more apps than are known and 34.0% said there are between 
11% and 25% used within their organizations. 2.0% of respondents said their 
comcompanies use use between 26% and 50% more apps than are known while 4.0% 
say use more than 50% more apps than what they have in their inventories.

INSIGHTS: APPS WITHIN THE ENTERPRISE
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Survey respondents were asked to explain how SaaS services are purchased within 
their organizations, who is responsible for making those purchases, the features they 
look for in SaaS products and services, and whether or not their SaaS usage will 
increase in 2018.

For All Purchases
(All Contracts)

2018

50.0%

39.2%

32.0%

31.4%

10.0%

21.6%

8.0%

7.8%

2017

For Purchases of $1,000+
(Small/Medium Contracts)

For Purchases of $50,000+
(Large Contracts)

Not at All

Now that anyone with a credit card can make a SaaS purchase, respondents were 
asked to share how involved IT, procurement, and finance are in making these 
purchases. 

Except for major purchases of more than $50,000. IT, finance, and operations are 
generally less involved with SaaS purchases in 2018 compared to 2017. When it 
comes to major purchases, involvement from these teams increased from 10.0% in 
2017 to 21.6% in 2018—an increase of 11.6%.

MoMore than a third of respondents (39.2%) say IT, procurement, and finance are 
involved in all SaaS purchases regardless of contract size. 31.4% say involvement from 
these teams only occur when purchases are more than $1,000. 21.6% consult their IT, 
finance, and procurement teams when making purchases of more than $50,000. 
7.8% of respondents say IT, finance, and procurement are never involved in SaaS 
purchases.

How Involved Is IT, Finance, and Operations in the 
Purchase of SaaS Products, Services, and 

Subscriptions?
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Features to continuously audit 
usage of specific applications

Features to discover new SaaS 
products from company 
financial data

Features providing more control 
around SaaS buying

Features to optimize SaaS accounts 
and track savings

Features for automating renewals, 
new purchases and the like with 
Helpdesk and internal systems

1
2
3

4
5

The most sought-out feature when purchasing a SaaS product or service is the 
ability to continuously audit usage of specific applications followed by features to 
optimize SaaS accounts and track savings. The third most sought out feature is 
automated renewals and purchases, with the ability to discover new SaaS products 
from company financial data ranking fourth. Lastly, respondents say they look for 
features that provide more control around Saas buying.

In 2017, 40% of respondents said teams should not buy SaaS outside of IT. This 
number significantly dropped to 9.8% in 2018. 45.7% feel that teams should be 
empowered to purchase SaaS services and products but only if consulting with IT 
before buying—an increase of 21.7% from 2017. Compared to 20.0% ast year, 29.4% say 
employees should feel empowered to purchase SaaS with training on IT 
requirements. 15.7% of respondents said employees should feel very empowered.

Rank the Following Features in Order of Importance 
When Looking for a SaaS Vendor Management 

Platform

How Empowered Should Teams be to Purchase SaaS?

15.7%

2018
2017

Very 
empowered

Somewhat 
empowered, relying 
on IT before buying

Teams shouldn’t 
buy SaaS outside of 

IT

Empowered, but trained 
on IT requirements and 

guidelines

16.0%

29.4%

20.0%

45.1%

24.0%

9.8%

40.0%
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Increase 
Significantly

11.8%

2018
2017

56.0%

60.8%

10.0%

23.5%

24.0%

3.9%

10.0%

Increase 
Moderately

It Will Stay the 
Same

No, It Will 
Decrease

Combined, 72.6% of respondents 
expect company use of SaaS 
products and services to increase 
in 2018, an increase of 6.6% from 
2017. 11.8% of respondents said 
their SaaS usage will increase 
significantly (compared to 56.0% 
in in 2017) and 60.8% said their SaaS 
usage will increase moderately 
(compared to 10.0% in 2017).

60.8% who expect moderate 
increases and 11.8% who expect 
significant increases. 23.5% of 
respondents said they expect 
company use of SaaS applications 
to stay the same with 3.9% who 
said they expect SaaS use to 
decdecrease.

Do You Expect Org-Wide Use of SaaS Products and 
Services Will Increase in 2018 ?

INSIGHTS: PURCHASING AND BUDGETING FOR SaaS

Employees should feel empowered to buy, but still need guidance on SaaS 
purchases: The number of respondents who report employees should not 
purchase outside of IT has decreased from 40.0% in 2017 to 9.8% in 2018. IT 
professionals want employees to feel empowered to buy the software and 
services they need, but agree that either IT, procurement, and finance teams 
should be included in those decisions unless employees are trained on SaaS 
guidelines and requirements before buying.

TThe use of SaaS products and services will undeniably increase in 2018: Nearly 
three out of four (72.6%) respondents report SaaS use will increase in 2018, with 
only 3.9% who say their organizational use of SaaS applications will decrease in 
2018.
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None Excel 
Spreadsheet

48.9%

36.2%

44.7%

48.9%

10.6%

Shareable 
Spreadsheets

ERP/CRM or 
Helpdesk

Vendor/Contract 
Management 
Software

What Tools Do You Have in Place Today to Manage SaaS 
Across Your Organization?

Respondents claim to have multiple tools in place to help manage SaaS across their 
organizations. The two most common tools are Excel spreadsheets and shareable 
spreadsheets like Google sheets, both receiving responses from 48.9% of 
respondents. 

444.7% of respondents use vendor or contract management software. 36.2% of 
respondents use enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship 
management (CRM), or Helpdesk to manage company-wide SaaS. 10.6% of 
respondents do not use any SaaS management tools.
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No Planned Events:
Case-by-case Basis

Regular SaaS Audits from 
IT (Monthly/Quarterly)

42.6%

27.7%

14.9%

14.9%
Buying New Products: 

Not Renewing/ 
Continuing

Every Penny Spent on 
New Products and 

Renewals Is Scrutinized

What Processes and Events Drive SaaS Buyers to 
Optimize Their SaaS Accounts?

When it comes to processes and events that drive SaaS buyers to optimize their 
accounts, there seems to be no definitive reason. 

442.6% of respondents said there are no planned events that lead to SaaS 
optimization but rather decide to optimize SaaS accounts on a case-by-case basis. 
27.7% of respondents said that because every penny spent matters, SaaS services 
and products that are purchased or renewed are scrutinized. 14.9% of respondents 
said they optimize their SaaS accounts only when first buying services and products, 
but renewals are not scrutinized. Only 14.9% of respondents said their companies 
perform regular SaaS audits from IT.
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SaaS Vendor Owner
(Buyer or Main Contact)

IT Team

19.1%

53.2%

6.4%
4.3% 17.0%

Combination of SaaS 
Buyers and IT Team

No One Analyzes Usage

Other

Who Analyzes Usage and Optimization for SaaS 
Licenses and Scope?

Survey respondents were asked to share who within their organizations analyzes 
usage and optimization for SaaS licenses and scope. A majority of respondents 
(53.2%) say both IT and vendor owners—those who purchased the product or 
service—share responsibility to analyze SaaS usage and optimization. 

119.1% say IT holds sole responsibility and 17.0% say the vendor buyer analyzes their 
own SaaS licenses and scope. 4.3% of respondents say no one analyzes usage and 
optimization surrounding company-wide SaaS products and services. Those who 
listed “other” (17.0%) report that a team of finance and IT professionals focus on 
analyzing company SaaS usage and optimization.
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Monthly

Quarterly

Once per Year

We Do Not 
Systematically Look at 
Scoped vs. Actual Usage36.2%

25.5%

12.8%

25.5%

How Often Is Usage Data Evaluated
(Looking at Scoped vs. Actual Usage)?

With new SaaS services and products emerging daily—and because purchasing 
SaaS applications becomes easier each day—respondents were asked to share how 
often their company evaluates scoped and actual usage data. 

12.8% of respondents say they perform a monthly SaaS usage analysis. Less frequent 
analyses, either quarterly or annually, share 51% of respondents. Over a third of 
respondents (36.2%) say their organizations do not systematically analyze SaaS 
usage. 
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10.2%

23.4%

4.1%

29.8%

30.5%

14.3%

2.2%

10.6%

34.0%

2018

2017

We Have No Tools

Project Management 
Tools

Contract/Vendor 
Management Tools

A Spreadsheet

A Custom, In-house Tool

40.8%

What Tools Help You Manage SaaS Optimization 
Efforts?

More than a third of respondents (34.0%) say they use no tools to help manage their 
SaaS optimization efforts, a decrease of 6.8% from 2017. The most common tool to 
manage SaaS optimization is a simple spreadsheet, accounting for 29.8% of 
respondents similar to the results from last year’s survey. 23.4% of respondents use 
contract or vendor management tools compared to just 4.7% in 2017. 10.6% use 
project management tools and 2.2% of respondents use custom-made, in-house 
tools to manage their SaaS optimization efforts, a decrease of 12.1% from 2017.
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39.5%

23.3%

41.9%
53.5%

62.8%

20.9%
2.3%

We don’t make much of an 
effort

None Calendar 
reminders

Automated 
reminders from 
application

Finance 
gets a bill 
an initiates

We only make some effort on 
major accounts

We try to plan for most 
upcoming renewals

We’re great planners when it 
comes to re-scoping and 
renegotiating contracts

37.3%

How Well Does Your Organization Plan to Re-scope and 
Renegotiate Saas Contracts Before Renewal?

What Alerts Are in Place to Track Saas Renewals? 

39.5% of respondents say their businesses try to plan accordingly for every upcoming 
SaaS renewal. 37.3% of respondents only plan to re-scope and renegotiate contracts 
for major accounts with limited effort. 20.9% of respondents say their companies are 
effective renewal planners and 2.3% admit their businesses do not place much effort 
on planning and negotiating for product and service renewals.

VendorHawk customers often claim to be 
surprised by upcoming SaaS renewals, so 
respondents were asked to share what 
alerts are in place to track them. 62.8% of 
respondents depend on software and 
applications to send automated reminders 
of upcoming renewals. 53.5% have 
calecalendar reminders to alert them of 
upcoming SaaS renewals and 41.9% are 
approached by finance teams when the 
organization receives a bill. 23.3% of 
respondents say no alerts are in place to 
remind vendor owners or organizations of 
upcoming SaaS renewals.
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51.0%

2018

2017

58.1%

27.7%

20.9%

19.1%

4.7%

2.1%
Rarely or never

Not very often

Somewhat often

Very often

16.3%

How Often Are Saas Vendor Owners Surprised with 
Renewals?

In 2018, SaaS vendor owners are less surprised by renewals compared to 2017. A 
majority of respondents (58.1%) say vendor owners are not very often surprised by 
upcoming renewals. 

20.9% of respondents say vendor owners are somewhat surprised by SaaS renewals 
and 16.3% say their organization is never or rarely surprised by renewals. 4.7% of 
respondents say vendor owners are very often surprised when renewals occur, a 
decrease from 19.1% in 2017.
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38.3%

44.7%

14.9%

We don’t make much 
of an effort

Great—we systematically 
make efforts to optimize 
SaaS at our company

Some effort is made 
only on major accounts

We try to make an 
effort on most 

2.1%

Overall, How Well Does Your Organization Optimize 
Usage for Saas Account?

INSIGHTS: TOOLS AND STRATEGIES

44.7% of respondents say their organization tries to make an effort to optimize 
usage on most SaaS accounts. 38.3% of respondents say their organization only 
makes some effort to optimize SaaS usage just for major accounts, and 14.9% say not 
much effort is placed on optimizing usage on SaaS accounts. 2.1% of respondents say 
their organization is systematic and effective at optimizing SaaS usage.

A third of companies make no effort to manage company-wide applications, 
services, and products and lack confidence to effectively manage their SaaS: 
34.0% of organizations claim to not use any tools to help manage SaaS services 
and products. 29.8% of respondents say their company uses a simple spreadsheet 
to manage and optimize their SaaS accounts, making just 2.1% of companies 
confident in their abilities to optimize usage.

SaaS SaaS renewals continue to surprise organizations even with multiple 
reminders and alerts put into place: Only 4.7% of organizations are rarely 
surprised by upcoming contract renewals despite having various types of alerts 
put into place.

OOrganizations place heavier emphasis on major accounts when it comes to 
planning and re-negotiating contracts with vendors, but with limited effort: 
While 39.5% of organizations claim to plan accordingly for every upcoming 
renewal, 95.3% of respondents say there is still an element of surprise when 
renewals occur. Just 4.7% of companies report never being surprised when SaaS 
contracts are renewed.
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42.6%

16.7%

25.5%

11.9%

4.3%

23.8%
1-5%

5-15%

15-20%

20-30%

47.6%

2018

2017

27.7%

What Percentage of Your Saas Spend Could You Reduce 
with Better Tools and Processes in Place?

Survey participants were asked to share their insight regarding how their companies 
will benefit from more effective SaaS Vendor Management. This section showcases 
how much businesses feel they could save on SaaS, how they can better manage 
SaaS products and services, and their biggest worries regarding SaaS going into 
2018.

Nearly half of respondents (47.6%) say their organization could reduce costs by 5-15% 
with better tools and processes put into place to manage their SaaS products and 
services. 23.8% say they could save between 1-5%, and 16.7% say they could reduce 
costs by 15-20%. 11.9% of respondents say they could save between 20% and 30% with 
better SaaS management tools and practices put into place—an increase of 7.6% 
from 2017.
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61.9%

40.5%

8.5%

23.8%
14.3%

None SignificantSome

2018

2017 51.1%

In 2018, How Much Improvement Needs to Happen with 
Saas Optimization at Your Company?

A majority of respondents (61.9%) say their company needs to make some 
improvement on SaaS optimization in 2018, compared to 51.1% in 2017. Nearly one in 
four respondents (23.8%) say their organizations need significant SaaS optimization 
improvement—a decrease from 40.5% in 2017. More organizations (14.3%) feel they 
do not need to improve Saas optimization strategies in 2018 compared to 8.5% in 
2017.

86%
of IT, Finance, and Procurement 
professionals say their businesses 
need to improve SaaS 
optimization strategies
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54.8%

52.4%

71.4%

45.2%Deprovisioning licenses

Insufficient or 
disconnected products

Paying for unused licenses

Paying for duplicate 
products in the company

Shadow SaaS and rogue 
purchases

81.0%

Besides Security, What Worries You Most Regarding 
Your Organization's Saas Usage in 2018? 

INSIGHTS: SaaS Vendor Management in 2018

81.0% of respondents say paying for unused licenses is their biggest worry in 2018. 
71.4% of respondents worry their organization is paying for duplicate products and 
services. 54.8% of all respondents say inefficient or disconnected products is another 
worry going into 2018, with 52.4% who also report shadow SaaS—rogue SaaS 
purchasing unknown to IT, finance, and procurement—is a big worry this year. 45.2% 
say effectively de-provisioning licenses is also a worry.

Businesses are worried they are spending too much on SaaS services and 
products in 2018: The two greatest worries for IT, finance, and procurement 
professionals in 2018 are paying for unused licenses (81.0% of respondents) and 
duplicate products (71.4% of respondents).

22018 is the year businesses realize improvements need to be made on their 
SaaS management strategies: 85.7% of respondents say their organizations 
need to make improvements to their SaaS optimization and management 
strategies. With reported annual IT budgets ranging from less than $1 million to 
more than $25 million, nearly half of respondents claim they could reduce costs 
between 5% and 15% if better tools were put into place to better manage 
company-wide SaaS services and products.



The 2018 State of SaaS Vendor Management Report showcases 
a dire need for organizations to better track, manage, and 
optimize Saas usage in order to reduce costs and keep 
business-critical data secure.

OOrganizations are most worried about software redundancies 
and shadow SaaS leading to increased IT costs and wasted 
spend in 2018. Survey respondents acknowledge that better 
SaaS Vendor Management tools and practices need to be put 
into place—a simple spreadsheet is simply not effective as a 
SaaS management solution.

TThe rapid transition into all-cloud workplaces leaves IT, finance, 
and procurement professionals needing to quickly construct 
viable ways to manage company-wide SaaS services and 
products.

https://financesonline.com/2018-saas-industry-market-report-key-global-trends-growth-forecasts/

https://www.bettercloud.com/monitor/state-of-the-saas-powered-workplace-report/

https://www.1e.com/

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3672417/prepare-big-changes-software-saas
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VendorHawk is the pioneer of SaaS Vendor 
Management. Our mission is to empower IT, 
Finance, and Procurement leaders with 

insight into the utilization and spend of their 
ever-increasing cloud-based applications, so 
they can effectively manage and optimize 

their SaaS.
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